German Intensive Course A2

Course details

German class in the morning
75 credit hours
Monday to Friday, 09.00 am – 1.30 pm

Academic lessons in the afternoon
15 credit hours
two times a week, Tuesday to Thursday, 02.30 pm – 04.00 pm

Content of Academic lessons

*From yesterday to tomorrow - A Berlin journey through time from the past to the future*

In this course you will learn about Berlin’s history from the construction of the Berlin Wall to the supposed future. Together you will discover the traditional and modern sides of the city and at the same time learn something about the motley and individual life of Berliners. Excursions take us to historical locations and a museum that speculates about the future.

Instructor

Jennifer Schrodt

2013 Master of Arts – German as a Foreign Language, Philipps-Universität Marburg
2010 Bachelor of Arts – German Studies, Universität Kassel

Working abroad:
Lecturer for German at the University of Portsmouth (United Kingdom)
Language assistant at „Goese Lyceum“ (Netherlands)
Language trainer for children at „Alemanisimo“ (Spain)

Other occupations:
Video journalist and media trainer for children and adolescents